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Context: Spatial Multi-agent Systems
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Agent spaces have 

information 

processes (apps) 

agent spaces  

Agents can  

run apps 

move apps and data

share opinions, facts, lies.



Background
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A complete lattice is a partially ordered set in which all subsets have both a 
supremum (join) and an infimum (meet).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partially_ordered_set
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supremum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infimum


Background
Epistemic logic is a modal logic for reasoning about knowledge and belief.    For  ⃞  ∈ {B, K} 

 ɸ :=  p |  ɸ ⋀ ɸ | ¬ ɸ |   ⃞i ɸ 

Bi ɸ means agent i  believes ɸ.  

Ki ɸ means agent i knows ɸ. 

Some axioms:  

¬Bi false,   (Biɸ ⋀ Bi(ɸ⇒ψ)) ⇒ Biψ  

  Kiɸ⇒ɸ,    Kiɸ ⇒ KiKiɸ 
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Concurrent Constraint Programming (CCP)

CCP [Saraswat, Panagaden, Rinard] 

• (+)  Logic-based process calculus 
for posting information in a shared 
space (store). 

• (-) But no agents, no local spaces.
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Spatial CCP 
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In SCCP [Knight, Panangaden et al] 

(+) Orthogonal extension CCP 

(+)  Agents . 

(+) Local and nested spaces 

(+)  Epistemic Information 

( - )  Space Mobility



Processes, constraints and formulae
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Calculus (Processes)  Lattice of Information = 
Constraint System (elements) Logic (formulae)

post  tell(c) finite element c primitive proposition p

parallel composition  P | Q lub  c ⊔ d conjunction ɸ ⋀ Ψ

null process 0 bottom ⊥ true 

abort top ⊤ false 

restriction (!x)P cylindrification function ∃x(c) existential quantifier ∃xɸ

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

spatial construct    P  i    space function [ c ]i belief modality  B(ɸ)i
 Mobility construct ↑iP 

         R   | ↑i P  i ≣     R   i  |  P 
Extrusion function  ? Utterance modality?



This Work
Contribution:  Algebraic structure to express extrusion and epistemic behaviors in 
spatially distributed multi-agent systems. 

Outline:

Background: Constraint System and Spatial Constraint Systems. 

Spatial Constraint Systems with Extrusion. 

The extrusion problem. 

Properties of extrusion. 

Application: A Logic for Utterances and Lies. 
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Constraint Systems

Think of 

constraints as propositions (partial information);  

the join ⊔ as conjunction (or composition). 

the bottom (true) is the empty information  

The top (false) is the join of all, possibly inconsistent, information.
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Def. A constraint system (cs) is a complete lattice C=(Con,⊑). The 
elements of C are called constraints.



Example: Herbrand CS

Herbrand Constraint System. Equality on terms with variables x,y and constants a,b.
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Spatial CS

[c]i    means locality 

Epistemically: agent i believes c.

[ [c]j ]i   means nesting  

[c]i  ⊔  [d]j  means composition
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A space function  [.]i   is a self-map on the elements of  (Con , ⊑).

c
"#

c
"

c
"

d
#



Axioms for space functions

S.1   [true]i  = true   (emptiness) 

S.2   [c]i  ⊔  [d]i  =   [c ⊔ d]i     (distribution) 

S.3   c ⊑ d   implies   [c]i ⊑ [d]i    (monotonicity)  
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Definition. A spatial constraint system (scs) is a cs (Con , ⊑) equipped  
with self-maps [.]1 … [.]n  that preserve finite joins (S.1 and S.2)  



Some epistemic aspects
We allow the following to occur: 

• Inconsistency confinement:   

[false]i  ≠ false 

• Freedom of opinion: We may have 

[c]i  ⊔  [d]j   ≠ false  even if c ⊔  d =  false

• Information blindness : We may have 

[ red ]i  =  [ green ]i   even though  red ≠ green. 
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Spatial CS with Extrusion

Extrusion:  Moving information from within a space to the outside. 

Utterance:  Statement made by an agent for others (possibly 
inconsistent, with the agent’s own beliefs: e.g a lie) 

Utterance is the epistemic interpretation of extrusion.

14

c
"↑"d



Spatial CS with Extrusion: Definition
Extrusion is the right inverse of space.  

Thus, an extrusion function ↑i  is a map on (Con , ⊑) such that 

                           (E.1)    [ ↑i c ]i  =  c 

From E.1 and spatial axiom S.2:  [ e ⊔ ↑i c ]i  = [ e ]i  ⊔ c . 
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Def. A spatial cs with extrusion (scs-e) is a scs (Con,⊑,[.]1,…,[.]n) 
equipped with maps ↑1(.),…, ↑n(.)  that satisfy E.1.



Derived Constructs

c → d  is ⊓{ e | e⊔c ⊒ d } (Heyting implication). 

~c  is  c → false (pseudo complement). 

Think of  c → d  as a little process that on input c produces d. 

In fact,   c ⊔ (c → d)  ⊒  d  (MP, Modus Ponens).
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Lies on lattices

A lie ~c by agent i: [  c ⊔ ↑i  ~c ]i      

In fact  [  c ⊔ ↑i ~c ]i   ⊒  [  c  ]i  ⊔ ~c
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A lie is not necessarily a false statement but rather a statement that it is 
inconsistent with what its author believes to be true.

c
"↑"~c



Communication Examples.
An intrusive process:   

Let  p  = c → ↑j [c]i    (think of p as conditional program)  

Consider   [ e ⊔ ↑i [ p ]j  ]i    ⊔   [ c ]j .

We derive  [ e ]i    ⊔   [ c ⊔ p ]j      (using E.1 and S.2) 

We can derive   [ e ⊔ c ]i      (using MP, S.2 and E.1) 
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Roadmap
We have defined spatial constraint systems with extrusion. 

Next:

The Extrusion Problem

Properties of Space and Extrusion. 

A Logic with Utterance. 
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Extrusion Problem
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Problem: Given a spatial constraint system (Con,⊑,[.]1,...,[.]n) construct 
maps ↑1(.),..., ↑n(.) that satisfy E.1:   [  ↑i c  ]i  =  c. 

Th. Suppose that [.]i is a surjective and continuous 
function then ↑i : c ⟼ ⊔{ d | [d]i = c} satisfies E.1. 



Distributive Extrusion
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 Th. ↑i (true) ≈i true and ↑i( c ⊔ d ) ≈i ↑i( c ) ⊔ ↑i( d )

E.2: ↑i (true) = true and E.3: ↑i( c ⊔ d ) = ↑i( c ) ⊔ ↑i( d ) 

Extrusion distribute locally/subjectively: Let c ≈i d iff [c]i  ≈i  [d]i 

Extrusion may not distribute globally/objectively; may fail to satisfy  



Distributed Extrusion Problem
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Problem: Given a spatial constraint system (Con,⊑,[.]1,…,[.]n), find  
↑1(.),..., ↑n(.) that satisfy E.2 and E.3.

Extrusion Problem
• Given any (Con,⊑,[.]1,…,[.]n), we wish to 

construct self-maps ↑1(.),…, ↑n(.)  that 
satisfy E.1, E.2 and E.3. 

• This can’t be done in general even 
for continuous surjective spaces. 
Pre-images need to be closed under 
meets. But…. 

• Th. Suppose that [.]i  is surjective 
and meet complete then the map 
↑i : c ⟼ ⊓ { d |  [d]i = c}  satisfies 
E.1, E.2, and E.3.  

1
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. . .
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. . .

Figure 1: A scs with a surjective space s function with no distributed extrusion

Analogous to inconsistency confinement, we could have [[c]]i = [[d]]i
for some c and d such that c 6= d. As we already mentioned this
could be interpreted as saying that agent i cannot distinguish c

from d; i.e., c ⇡i d even if c = d. For some meaningful cs space
functions necessarily preserve distinctness, i.e., they are injective.
In particular,

Proposition 4 (Injective Spaces). Let s be a space function of a
scse (Con,v). Then s is injective if (1) Con is a finite set, or if (2)
s is strictly monotonic.

Like extrusion functions, injective space functions of scse also
preserve and reflect the order. Furthermore since they are surjective,
we conclude the following.

Property 3 (Automorphic Spaces). Let s be an injective space
function of a scse. Then s is an order automorphism.

An important property of space automorphisms if that they are
continuous. In fact, they preserve all limits.

Theorem 4 (Complete Spaces). Let s be a space function of a
scse (Con,v). If s is an automorphism then s is join-complete
and meet-complete.

Notice that from Theorem 4, Proposition 4, and Property 3 we con-
clude that any strictly monotonic space function of a scse is con-
tinuous. Any space function in a constraint systems with extrusion
is monotonic (and surjective). One may wonder if space functions
from scse are also continuous (as it is the case for monotonic and
surjective functions over the real numbers). A negative answer is
given by the scse below.

Example 8 (Lexical Order). Let Con = N⇥N[{(1,1)} and let
v be the obvious lexical order on Con . Notice (Con,v) is a com-
plete algebraic lattice. The function s1 is given by s1((1,1)) =
(1,1), s1((0, n)) = (0, 0), s1((1, n)) = (0, n + 1) and
s1((m,n)) = (m � 1, n) for n,m 2 N and m � 2. Clearly
s1 satisfies S.1 and S.2. Furthermore s1 is meet-complete and
surjective, so Theorem 3 gives us a distribute extrusion function
"1: (n,m) 7! d

s�1
i ((n,m)). Therefore (Con,v, s1 , "1 ) is a

scs with distributed extrusion. Nevertheless s1 is not continuous:
Take the directed set S = {(0, n) | n � 0}. We have s1(

F

S) =
s1((1, 0)) = (0, 1) 6= (0, 0) =

F{s1((0, n))| n � 0}.

Galois Connection. We conclude this section by stating a pleas-
ant correspondence between space and extrusion. Notice that in Ex-
ample 8 we derived the extrusion function using Theorem 3. This
theorem tell us that we can extend any spatial cs whose space func-
tions are meet-complete and surjective to a scse with distributed

extrusion by defining "i (c) as the map c 7! d
s�1
i (c). From order

theory we know that with such a definition we obtain a (mono-
tone) Galois connection between space and extrusion. Galois con-
nections have many application in computer science, particularly in
Abstract Interpretation [].

Given (Con,v), we say that a pair of (l, u) of monotone self-maps
on Con is a Galois connection iff l(c) v d , c v u(d) for every
c, d 2 Con. In a Galois connection (l, u), l and u are called the
lower and upper adjoint, respectively.

Property 4 (Galois Connection). Let si and "i be the space and
extrusion function for agent i in a scs with distributed extrusion
(Con,v). Then ("i, si) is a Galois connection if and only if "i
(c) =

d
s�1
i (c) for every c 2 Con .

It follows that the pair ("1, s1) in Example 8 is a Galois connec-
tion. The following is a simple example of a space and extrusion
pair from scs with distributed extrusion that is not a Galois connec-
tion.

Example 9. Let Con = N [ {1} and let v be the standard
linear-order over N [ {1}. Let s1(1) = 1 = "1 (1),
s1(0) = 0 = "1 (0) and s1(n) = dn/3e and "1 (n) = 3n � 1
and for any n 2 N� {0}. The tuple (Con,v, s1 , "1 ) is a scs with
distributed extrusion. But "i (1) 6= d

s�1
i (1), hence from Property

4 we can conclude that ("i, si) is not a Galois connection. (One can
also verify that the reversed pair (si, "i) is not a Galois connection
either.)

3. The Logic of Uttering

Last section we defined a constraint system equipped with two
functions s and ". They map cs elements onto other cs elements
where the " function is the right-inverse of the s function. This
(s, ")-pair, also called an adjunction in order theory, has a num-
ber of applications related to different scenarios when modelling
information systems.

The elements of this constraint system are left unspecified and
therefore parametric to the type information they implement. How-
ever, the elements should express the information in a meaningful
and organized form to make them feasible for real-life applications.
It is now our intent in this section to develop a language to express
these elements in the form of a bimodal doxastic logic.

Modal logics are an extension to propositional logics with a modal-
ity operator. How to interpretation this new operator is highly de-
pendent on the context of the logic but it usually expresses a qual-

Not always possible:

Th. If [.]i is surjective and meet complete then the map 
↑i : c ⟼ ⨅{ d | [d]i = c} satisfies E.2 and E.3.



Consequences of Extrusion
Extrusion prevents inconsistency confinement. 

(But freedom of opinion and information blindness can still occur. 
We may have: 

[c]i  ⊔  [d]j   ≠ false  even if c ⊔  d =  false, 

[c]i  =  [d]j   even if c ≠ d )

23

Th.   [ false ]i  =  false



Embeddings & Galois Connection 
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  If↑i is distributed then c ⊑ d  ⇔  ↑i (c) ⊑ ↑i (d)

 If [.]i is injective then c ⊑ d ⇔ [c]i ⊑ [d]i 

 If ↑i (c) = ⊓{ d | [d]i = c} then ↑i (c) ⊑ d ⇔ c ⊑ [d]i \



Utterance the right inverse of Belief
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S.2 si(c t d) = si(c) t si(d).

However, it remains to prove the other axioms associated with the
extrusion mapping ".

E.1 si("i (c)) = c.

"i (c) = {(M, t) 2 �M |
8s2St(M) s

i�!M t =) (M, s) 2 c }
si("i (c)) = {(M, s

0) 2 �M |
8t02St(M) s

0 i�!M t

0 =) (M, t

0) 2"i (c) }

si("i (c)) will select Pointed KS where they are able to access
states t0 = t due to its selection condition being restricted to the
set "i (c). Now, the s antecedent becomes s0 i�!M t but con-
sidering that the accessibility relations in the KS are serial and
with one-predecessor it is safe to conclude that s0 = s. Because
the set of KS chosen in "i (c) had the condition s

i�!M t, the
conditional s0 i�!M t

0 is now always true (also accounting se-
riality of KS), thus si("i (c)) = {(M, s) 2 �M | (M, s) 2 c }
and owning to the fact that c ✓ �M then si("i (c)) = c.

E.2 "i (c t d) ="i (c)t "i (d).
"i (c t d) = {(M, t) 2 �M |

8s2St(M) s
i�!M t =) (M, s) 2 c t d }

= {(M, t) 2 �M |
8s2St(M) s

i�!M t =) (M, s) 2 c \ d }
= {(M, t) 2 �M |

8s2St(M) s
i�!M t =) (M, s) 2 c } \

{(M, t) 2 �M |
8s2St(M) s

i�!M t =) (M, s) 2 d }
="i (c)\ "i (d)
="i (c)t "i (d)

E.3 "i (true) = true . By definition it can be rewritten as
"i (�M) = {(M, t) 2 �M | 8s2St(M) s

i�!M t =)
(M, s) 2 �M}. Nonetheless every (M, s) 2 �M consequently
"i (�M) = �M and "i (true) = true .

3.2 The BUn logic

In spite of having defined the constraint system and proving its ful-
fillment of the properties needed, there is an inherent lack of intu-
ition and easiness when specifying a certain element of the cs. This
is to expect, a set (possibly infinite) of pointed kripke structures is
not an ideal formal representation of real-life elements.

Therefore we turn into the realm of logics by defining a bimodal
doxastic logic which allows us to represent constraint elements in
a more natural form. What we expect to achieve by using this is
to clearly give an epistemic context to the elements of the cs. The
syntax of the logic is as follows:

Definition 12 (BUn logic). Let the modal logic BUn be a multi-
modal, n-agent logic composed by formulas properly constructed
by the following syntax:

' ::= p | ¬' | ' ^ ' | Bi' | Ui'

where i = 1 . . . n, _, ! and $ are defined as usual.

The BUn logic is basically a propositional logic augmented with
two modalities B and U , where Bi' can be read as “agent i

believes the fact '” and Ui' as “agent i utters the fact '”. The
reader may note that the modalities grant a doxastic meaning to the
formulas of the logic. In addition to this we can also define duals of
the modalities as: B̂i'

def⌘ ¬Bi¬' and Ûi'
def⌘ ¬Ui¬'.

Reading formulas using duals is a bit more elaborated, nevertheless
according to [?] B̂i' is read as “the fact ' is consistent with agent
i’s beliefs” and Ûi' as “the fact ' is consistent with agent i’s
speech (or utterances)”.

The belief and utter modalities need not have any relationship,
however in an epistemic environment it is somehow implied that
an agent’s beliefs is related to his speech. We are aiming for a
relationship akin to the one in the cs where utterance would be
the right inverse of belief, formally it is expressed as BiUi' $
'.

With this, it is possible to express certain common social be-
haviours that are specific to the doxastic area, such as:

Ai(')
def⌘ Bi(' ^ Ui(')) Hi(')

def⌘ Bi(¬' ^ Ui('))

An announcement Ai by agent i is the utterance of a fact ' that
the agent believes it true. A hoax Hi by agent i is the utterance
of a fact ' that the agent believes it untrue. Additionally, another
social behavior commonly called bluff, can be expressed as Bi(('_
¬') ^ Ui(')). It is similar to an announcement or a hoax but the
agent neither believes it true nor untrue, which trivially reduces to
the expression BiUi' reflecting the behaviour of speaking without
knowing.

Semantics and axioms of BUn

Definition 13. (Satisfiability and Validity). If a state s in a kripke
structure M satisfies a formula ', then this is written (M, s) |= '.
The relation |= is defined inductively as follows:

(M, s) |= p for p 2 � iff ⇡(s)(p) = 1.

(M, s) |= ¬' iff (M, s) 6|= '.

(M, s) |= ' ^ '

0 iff (M, s) |= ' and (M, s) |= '

0.

(M, s) |= Bi' iff (M, t) |= ' for all state t such that (s, t) 2 Ri.

(M, s) |= Ui' iff (M, t) |= ' for all state t such that (t, s) 2 Ri.

Let Mn be a class of n-agent Kripke structures, i.e. a subset of
all the possible Kripke structures. The formula ' is satisfiable
(resp. valid) w.r.t Mn if ' is satisfied by some (resp. all) structure
M 2 Mn (resp. written Mn |= ' or |= ' when Mn is implied).

Duals of B and U can now be given a semantic meaning:

(M, s) |= B̂i' iff there exists a state t such that (M, t) |= ' and
(s, t) 2 Ri.

(M, s) |= Ûi' iff there exists a state t such that (M, t) |= ' and
(t, s) 2 Ri.

Note that the concept of validity or satisfiability in such semantics
can be restricted to a specific type of kripke structures, similar to
the KS classes mentioned before. Moreover, if we choose the class
of KS whose accessibility relations are forward/backward serial

if and only if



Concluding Remarks

• We presented a lattice structure to express extrusion and 
epistemic behaviors in spatially distributed multi-agent systems. 

• The structure can be used to derive a belief logic with utterance. 

• Extrusion/Utterance  viewed as the right inverse of Space/Belief. 
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Thank you


